AI and Linear AI Demand Systems
Deaton and Muellbauer's AI demand system can be written in share form as 
I ij log(p, )log(pt ). 2 i=1i=1
The AI demand system possesses some desirable properties: it is a "flexible" representation of an arbitrary demand system, and it can satisfy exact aggregation across consumers. However, one of the main reasons for its popularity is that the price aggregator P in equation (2) can be replaced by a price index so that one obtains a linear demand system at the estimation stage. To implement the linear AI demand system, Deaton and Muellbauer suggest replacing P in (1) by the Stone price index P* defined as It is useful to underscore that the units-ofmeasurement problem does not plague the nonlinear AI model. Suppose again that demand preferences are described by equation (1) and (2), and define the new set of prices {j5i } as described above. However, in this case the demand system, in terms of the scaled prices, is equivalent to (1) and (2); that is Use of the linear AI demand system for empirical applications requires modification of the typical procedure. Following the discussion in the preceding section, note that changes in units of measurement will be inconsequential for the linear AI demand system if P is approximated by an index P' which is invariant to changes in units of measurement up to a multiplicative constant. In other words, in the notation used earlier, changes in units are allowed to affect the index only as P'(p) = KP'( ), where Ic is an arbitrary constant.3 Hence, use of any one of the regular price indices will be sufficient be- 1 These two indices were considered in Fisher's pioneering work on index numbers.
6 Unfortunately, many applied demand studies deal with disaggregated commodities whose prices are measured in natural units and are not scaled to a common base. Note that this index differs from the loglinear analogue of the Laspeyres price index by an additive constant that is inconsequential in estimating a linear AI model. Finally, it is worth noting that although PT and Ps (and the logarithmic Laspeyres index underlying PC) are invariant to the choice of units of measurement (as all proper index numbers should), they are not unique in that they depend on the particular base chosen (as all index numbers do).
An Example
A simulation was performed to illustrate the type of problems that may arise with the use of the Stone index. Specifically, 1,000 samples were generated from a four-good nonlinear AI model, as in equations (1) and (2). For each sample, five models were estimated: the true nonlinear AI model, the standard linear AI model that uses P*, the linear AI using the Tornqvist index PT, the linear AI using the "corrected" Stone index Ps, and the linear AI using the constant-weights index pc.8 To give a concrete flavor to the exercise, the variables used to generate the 1,000 replications are actual U.S. annual data for the period 1958 to 1985 for beef, pork, chicken, and other food. Beef, pork, and chicken quantity data are expressed in pounds per capita (retail-weight-equivalent for beef and pork, and ready-to-cook weight for chicken) and prices are in $/lb. Expenditures on these three meats are obtained as the product of the aforementioned prices and quantities. Subtracting the sum of these expenditures from per-capita expenditures on food gives expenditures on the other-foods group. For this composite group, clearly, prices are not in natural units; rather, we use the price index for food (which equals 100 in 1967).9
The parameters of the model used to generate the observations were calibrated so that the implied elasticities at the shares' mean equal certain preselected values. 
